
REWINDER40 - DOUBLE LAYER WASHABLE 40 APPLICATION MASK

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCT

FABRIC
PROPERTIES

PROPERTIES
OF manufacturing

SIZES WHITE MASK: 
- L: 10x19 cm
- M: 9x18 cm
- S: 8x16 cm
- XS: 6x13 cm

BLACK MASK AVAILABLE: 
- L and M

PREMIUM PACK WHITE AND 
BLACK MASKS:
(Bag + mask) 
- L and M.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: It is recommended to wash the mask 
at a temperature of 60 degrees with neutral soap. Products that 
can degrade or damage materials and that diminish their 
protective capacity should not be used. It is recommended that 
the mask dry completely. Do not dry in an oven, microwave or 
dryer

STANDARD UNE 0065: 2020

FINAL PRODUCT MEASURES: DEPLOYED PRODUCT (FLAT):

REQUISITOS RESULTADOS
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In Vitro Determination of Bacterial Filtration (BFE) (%)

Determination of Breathability (Differential Pressure) [Pa / cm 2]

- ORIGIN:
  Production 100% national
- APPROVAL:
  Standard UNE-0065:2020 and European  
  conformity certification (CE).
- REUSABLE: Yes, up to 40 applications.
- COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton  
- TECHNICAL PROPERTIES:
   · Water-repellent (100% liquid-repellent)
   · Double filter layer
- CERTIFYING ENTITY: ITEL
- SIZES: L, M, S and XS

The Rewinder40 double layer mask is 
designed to protect the person who uses it 
and the people around it. Thanks to its two 
elastic bands on the side, it easily adapts to 
the face and lasts up to 40 washing cycles 
according to the maintenance instructions 
given in this technical sheet.
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REWINDER40 - DOUBLE LAYER WASHABLE 40 APPLICATION MASK
INFORMATIVE TABLE

EN

- Double layer Mask is reusable up to 40 washes   
  following the instructions for use.
- 1 00% Oeko-Tex certified organic cotton fabric.
- High protection product, approved by ITEL and 
  European certificate of conformity (CE).
- Waterproofing, liquid and splash repellent 100% 
  (EN-13795).
- Antibacterial filtration efficiency BFE above 95% 
  in our UNE-EN1 4683:2019 certifications.

- Filtration of 0.3 microns in diameter and more,    
  equivalent to a filtration efficiency of at least  
  96%. It complies with all current Spanish and 
  European regulations for reusable masks.  
 UNE0065: 2020.
- Effectiveness in the filtration of aerosols of > 
  96%. It guarantees protection against solid and 
  liquid aerosols.
- Protection against particles in suspension
  in the environment.
- Masks approved for the filtration of particles   
  according to the standard UNE-EN149, being  
  perfect for this reason also for companies and 
  industry.
- Guarantees an adequate tightness to the user's 
  face against the ambient atmosphere. Face fit 
  tested to + 94% (fit to nose and mouth).
- They have not been used in their manufacture 
  latex / natural rubber and certified as f ree of 
  harmful or toxic ingredients.
- Peeling resistance. Lint f ree.
- All tests that the mask has passed Rewinder40 
  have taken into account the European 
  regulations for medical devices. (CEE / 93/42).
- Tested as a product f ree of rosin, f ree of harmful 
  or toxic ingredients, and that therefore does not 
  give off unpleasant odors.
- Demonstrated in the laboratory resistance to 
  abrasion, breakage and tension according to 
  standard EN-13795.
- Breathability (differential pressure) Pa / cm2 <36
- Resistance to microbial penetration dry and wet.
- They are susceptible to sterilization in Ozone 
  booths, the tests carried out determine their 
  non-alteration of their original characteristics.
- The risks have been evaluated (Law 31-1995), and 
  their regulatory developments.
- Tests carried out according to UNE-EN14683 and 
  UNE-EN ISO-05.
- This product has been thought, designed and 
  manufactured since the beginning of Covid-19  
  (Coronavirus) to combat it, meeting the highest 
  standards of protection and safety.


